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If it s gripping, it s Gerritsen. A terrifying Rizzoli and Isles bestseller.
Victor Holland comes flying out of the night into the path of Catherine Weaver's car. Horrified by his broken body, Cathy rushes him to the
hospital, praying for his survival. But, her nightmare had just begun. Because Victor is running for his life, and their shocking encounter has
put Cathy in mortal danger.
A woman trying to outrun her past is drawn to a coastal village in Maine--and to a string of unsolved murders--in this novel of romance and
psychological suspense from New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen. "Suspenseful, sexy, and soulful."--J. R. Ward, bestselling
author of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series After an unspeakable tragedy in Boston, Ava Collette flees to a remote village in Maine, where
she rents an old house named Brodie's Watch. In that isolated seaside mansion, Ava finally feels at peace . . . until she glimpses the long-
dead sea captain who still resides there. Rumor has it that Captain Jeremiah Brodie has haunted the house for more than a century. One
night, Ava confronts the apparition, who feels all too real, and who welcomes her into his world--and into his arms. Even as Ava questions her
own sanity, she eagerly looks forward to the captain's ghostly visits. But she soon learns that the house she loves comes with a terrible
secret, a secret that those in the village don't want to reveal: Every woman who has ever lived in Brodie's Watch has also died there. Is the
ghost of Captain Brodie responsible, or is a flesh-and-blood killer at work? A killer who is even now circling closer to Ava? Praise for The
Shape of Night "Gerritsen is at her atmospheric best in this spine-tingling tale of a lone woman, an old house, and all the secrets everyone
tries to hide."--Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author "With a twisty mix of dangerous passion, obsession, and suspense, Tess
Gerritsen reinvents the Gothic novel, giving it a razor-sharp, modern edge."--Jayne Ann Krentz, New York Times bestselling author of
Untouchable "Curl up in your favorite reading chair and let Tess Gerritsen whisk you away to a coastal town reminiscent of Daphne du
Maurier's best settings. You are in for a dark and sexy night, and you will be up very late with Tess's twisted, haunting tale."--Iris Johansen,
#1 New York Times bestselling author
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Rizzoli & Isles now a series on TNT In the murky shadows of Boston’s Chinatown lies a severed hand.
On the tenement rooftop above is the corpse belonging to that hand, a red-haired woman dressed in black, her head nearly decapitated. Two
strands of silver hair—not human—cling to her body. They are homicide cop Jane Rizzoli’s only clues, but they’re enough for her and medical
examiner Maura Isles to make the startling discovery: that this violent death had a chilling prequel. Nineteen years earlier, a horrifying murder-
suicide in a Chinatown restaurant left five people dead. One woman connected to that massacre is still alive—a mysterious martial arts master
who is now the target of someone, or something, deeply and relentlessly evil. Cracking a crime with bone-chilling echoes of an ancient
Chinese legend, Rizzoli and Isles must outwit an unseen enemy with centuries of cunning—and a swift, avenging blade. Don’t miss Tess
Gerritsen’s short story “Freaks” in the back of the eBook.
It should have been a night to remember, but Maura Isles can’t recall a thing. Maura is at a party. A handsome man approaches. He’s
charming and sophisticated. She flirts and drinks champagne. And then nothing. Total blackness. Nothing, that is, apart from these two facts:
a man is dead and her address is found in his pocket . . .
Rediscover these heart-pounding classics in an anthology with two thrilling tales from New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen. IN
THEIR FOOTSTEPS The quiet scandal surrounding her parents’ death has always haunted Beryl Tavistock. Now she’s asking dangerous
questions and the answers are proving that the past does not die easily. Pulled into a world of espionage, Beryl quickly discovers that she
needs help, and ex-CIA agent Richard Wolf is her only hope. But in a world where trust is a double-edged sword, friends become enemies
and enemies are killers. THIEF OF HEARTS Reformed cat burglar Clea Rice has witnessed enough crimes to put her on the straight and
narrow. But little does she suspect that her search for justice will land her in the arms of wealthy English gentleman Jordan Tavistock. As their
attraction grows, so does the danger. Now their biggest concern isn’t whether a proper gentleman and a cat burglar can find happiness...it’s
whether they’ll survive long enough to find out.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From Tess Gerritsen, bestselling author of the Rizzoli & Isles series, her stunning first thriller! A beautiful
young woman’s corpse is found dumped in a garbage-strewn alley. Now laid out in the office of medical examiner Kat Novak is an
unidentified body that betrays no secrets—except for a matchbook clutched in one stiff hand, seven numbers scrawled inside. When a second
victim is discovered, Kat begins to fear that a serial killer is stalking the streets, using a deadly drug to do his dirty work. The police are
skeptical. The mayor won’t listen. One of the town’s most prominent citizens, with a missing daughter of his own, is also Kat’s chief suspect.
As the death toll rises, Kat races to expose a deadly predator who is close enough to touch her. Praise for Tess Gerritsen “[The author] has a
knack for creating great characters and mysterious plots that seem straightforward but also dazzle with complexity and twists.”—Associated
Press “[Gerritsen] has an imagination that allows her to conjure up depths of human behavior so dark and frightening that she makes Edgar
Allan Poe and H. P. Lovecraft seem like goody-two-shoes.”—Chicago Tribune “One of the most versatile voices in thriller fiction today.”—The
Providence Journal Previously published as Peggy Sue Got Murdered
The first time violinist Julia Ansdell picked up the Incendio Waltz in a darkened antique shop in Rome, she knew it was a strikingly unusual
composition. But when she plays the piece, Julia blacks out and awakens to find her small daughter implicated in acts of surprising violence.
When she travels to Venice to find the previous owner of the music, she uncovers a heart-stoppingly dark secret that not only dates back to
the horrors of the Holocaust, but also directly involves a dangerously powerful family who would stop at nothing to keep Julia from bringing
the truth to light.
From New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen, a terrifying novel of deadly proportions as an ER doctor tries to determine the cause
and cure of a fatal and mysterious virus before it becomes an epidemic. The quiet overnight shift at Springer Hospital ER suits Dr. Toby
Harper just fine—until she admits a man in critical condition from a possible viral infection of the brain. The delirious man barely responds to
treatment—and then disappears without a trace. Before Toby can find him, a second case occurs, revealing a terrifying fact: the virus can only
be spread through direct tissue exchange. Following a trail of death that winds from a pregnant sixteen-year-old prostitute to her own home,
Toby discovers the unthinkable: the epidemic didn't just happen—someone let it loose....
"It is a boiling hot Boston summer. Adding to the city's woes is a series of shocking crimes, in which wealthy men are made to watch while
their wives are brutalized. A sadistic demand that ends in abduction and death. The pattern suggests one man: serial killer Warren Hoyt,
recently removed from the city's streets. Police can only assume an acolyte is at large, a maniac basing his attacks on the twisted medical
techniques of the madman he so admires. At least that's what Detective Jane Rizzoli thinks. Forced again to confront the killer who scarred
her--literally and figuratively--she is determined to finally end Hoyt's awful influence"--Page 4 of cover.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Gerritsen paces Ice Cold with surgical precision.”—Salon A spur-of-the-moment ski trip becomes a
bone-chilling nightmare when a wrong turn leaves Boston medical examiner Maura Isles marooned—far from home and help—in the
snowbound Wyoming mountains. Seeking shelter from the cold, she and her traveling companions stumble upon Kingdom Come—a remote
village of identical houses that seems to have become a ghost town overnight. But the abandoned hamlet has dark secrets to tell, and
Maura’s party may not be as alone as they think. Days later, word reaches homicide cop Jane Rizzoli that Maura’s charred remains have
been found at the scene of a car crash. But the shocking news leaves Jane with too many questions, and only one way to get answers.
Determined to dig up the truth, she heads for the frozen desolation of Kingdom Come, where gruesome discoveries lie buried, and a ruthless
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enemy watches and waits. This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the following additional content: • Rizzoli & Isles, In Their Own
Words: learn more about the lead characters in these special essays written by the author • A special preview of Tess Gerritsen’s I Know a
Secret. “The kind of book you’d read in one sitting.”—Chicago Sun-Times “Amazing . . . another winner.”—The Plain Dealer
When Boston homicide detective Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles are summoned to a crime scene, they find a killing worthy of
the most ferocious beast--right down to the claw marks on the corpse. But only the most sinister human hands could have left renowned big-
game hunter and taxidermist Leon Gott gruesomely displayed like the once-proud animals whose heads adorn his walls. Did Gott unwittingly
awaken a predator more dangerous than any he's ever hunted?
Rizzoli & Isles return, in the nail-biting new thriller from Sunday Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen. Detective Jane Rizzoli and Forensic
Pathologist Maura Isles are investigating the gruesome murder of a nurse, whilst also protecting a young student from a stalker. But
immersed in their day jobs, will they lose sight of something sinister happening much closer to home? ___ Praise for Tess Gerritsen: 'Tess
Gerritsen's clever plotting and medical knowledge give her thrillers that extra edge. Expect a white-knuckle ride to very dark places.' PAULA
HAWKINS 'Suspense doesn't get smarter than this.' LEE CHILD 'Crime-writing at its nerve-tingling best.' HARLAN COBEN 'Baby, you are
going to be up all night.' STEPHEN KING 'Gruesome, seductive and creepily credible.' THE TIMES 'Hair-raising, nail-biting stuff.' GUARDIAN
COMING 2022 AND AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW
Includes excerpt from: Rizzoli & Isles: Die again.
Chasing the truth can be deadly Keeper of the Bride by New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen If Nina Cormier’s wedding had
taken place, she would be dead. After the bride was left at the altar, a bomb exploded in the empty church. And when a stranger tried to run
her off the road, Nina realized someone wanted to kill her. But who? Now Detective Sam Navarro and Nina must try to stop a brilliant
madman, one who is playing for keeps… FREE BONUS STORY INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME! Undercover Avenger by USA TODAY
bestselling author Rita Herron After surviving a near-fatal accident, undercover agent Eric Caldwell wanted revenge. Falling for his beautiful
physical therapist wasn’t part of his plan. Melissa Fagan was investigating the same mysterious medical research complex that he was. But
now someone wants her dead—before she can discover the truth about her birth parents. How can Eric protect her without blowing his cover
and risking both their lives? Previously published as Keeper of the Bride and Undercover Avenger
In this Rizzoli & Isles short story from New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen, a bizarre death comes with a supernatural twist.
Homicide cop Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles have seen their fair share of mortal crimes, but the death of Kimberly Rayner
may qualify as inhuman in more ways than one. When corpse of the emaciated seventeen-year-old girl is discovered next to an empty coffin
in an abandoned church, mysterious bruises around the throat suggest foul play. Caught fleeing the scene is the victim’s closest friend,
Lucas Henry, an equally skeletal, pale teenager who claims he’s guilty only of having a taste for blood—a craving he shared with Kimberly.
But the victim’s distraught father doesn’t believe in vampires, only vengeance. And now, another life may be at risk unless Rizzoli and Isles
can uncover the astonishing truth. Includes an excerpt from Tess Gerritsen’s Rizzoli & Isles novel The Silent Girl
CRIME & MYSTERY. Evil exists. Evil walks the streets. And evil has spawned a diabolical new disciple in this white-knuckle thriller
from "New York Times" bestselling author Tess Gerritsen. "PECCAVI" The Latin word is scrawled in blood at the scene of a young
woman's brutal murder: I HAVE SINNED. It's a chilling Christmas greeting for Boston medical examiner Maura Isles and Detective
Jane Rizzoli, who swiftly link the victim to controversial celebrity psychiatrist Joyce O'Donnell Jane's professional nemesis and
member of a sinister cabal called the Mephisto Club. On top of Beacon Hill, the club's acolytes devote themselves to the analysis
of evil: Can it be explained by science? Does it have a physical presence? Do demons walk the earth? Drawing on a wealth of
dark historical data and mysterious religious symbolism, the Mephisto scholars aim to prove a startling theory: that Satan himself
exists among us.
Unknown bones, untold secrets, and unsolved crimes from the distant past cast ominous shadows on the present in the dazzling
new thriller from New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen. Present day: Julia Hamill has made a horrifying discovery on
the grounds of her new home in rural Massachusetts: a skull buried in the rocky soil–human, female, and, according to the trained
eye of Boston medical examiner Maura Isles, scarred with the unmistakable marks of murder. But whoever this nameless woman
was, and whatever befell her, is knowledge lost to another time. Boston, 1830: In order to pay for his education, Norris Marshall, a
talented but penniless student at Boston Medical College, has joined the ranks of local “resurrectionists”–those who plunder
graveyards and harvest the dead for sale on the black market. Yet even this ghoulish commerce pales beside the shocking murder
of a nurse found mutilated on the university hospital grounds. And when a distinguished doctor meets the same grisly fate, Norris
finds that trafficking in the illicit cadaver trade has made him a prime suspect. To prove his innocence, Norris must track down the
only witness to have glimpsed the killer: Rose Connolly, a beautiful seamstress from the Boston slums who fears she may be the
next victim. Joined by a sardonic, keenly intelligent young man named Oliver Wendell Holmes, Norris and Rose comb the
city–from its grim cemeteries and autopsy suites to its glittering mansions and centers of Brahmin power–on the trail of a maniacal
fiend who lurks where least expected . . . and who waits for his next lethal opportunity. With unflagging suspense and pitch-perfect
period detail, The Bone Garden deftly interweaves the thrilling narratives of its nineteenth- and twenty-first century protagonists,
tracing the dark mystery at its heart across time and place to a finale as ingeniously conceived as it is shocking. Bold, bloody, and
brilliant, this is Tess Gerritsen’s finest achievement to date. This ebook edition contains a special preview of Tess Gerritsen’s I
Know a Secret. "The story, which digs up a dark Boston of times long past, entices readers to keep turning pages long after their
bedtimes."—Kirkus Reviews (starred)
Stranded with her traveling companions in an eerily deserted Wyoming village during a blizzard, Maura discovers that they are
being watched and pursues help when a party member is injured, an effort that turns nightmarish when she is abducted into the
woods.
FBI agent Gabriel Dean rushes into action to protect his pregnant wife, homicide detective Jane Rizzoli, when she is taken
hostage along with others at the hospital by Nicholas Tennant, a black-ops agent in possession of high-level government secrets,
after he is sent to the hospital when Boston M.E. Maura Isles discovers that Tennant is still alive as she prepares for his autopsy.
Reprint.
Risking it all for the truth Whistleblower by New York Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen Victor Hollan emerges from the mist
in front of Cathy Weaver’s car, and his story of running from killers seems unbelievable. But his claim of being a fugitive is
confirmed by the haunted look in his eyes—and the bullet hole in his shoulder. And as his pursuers close in, Cathy has to wonder:
Is she giving her trust to a man in danger…or trusting her life to a dangerous man? FREE BONUS STORY INCLUDED IN THIS
VOLUME! The Missing Twin by USA TODAY bestselling author Rita Herron When Madelyn Andrews came to him claiming that
her five-year-old daughter was able to “communicate” with her twin sister, who’d never made it home from the hospital, detective
Caleb Walker was skeptical. Now, as he looked into what had really happened when Madelyn went into labor, suspicious details
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were uncovered. And the deeper he dug, the more determined Caleb became to bring a little girl home…
Medical resident Dr. Abby Matteo is elated when the elite cardiac transplant team at Boston's Bayside Hospital taps her as a
potential recruit. But faced with a tormenting life-and-death decision, Abby helps direct a crash victim's harvested heart to a dying
teenager -- instead of the wealthy older woman who was supposed to receive it. The repercussions leave Abby shaken and
plagued with self-doubt. Suddenly, a new heart appears, and the woman's transplant is completed. Then Abby makes a terrible
discovery. The donor records have been falsified -- the new heart has not come through the proper channels. Defying the
hospital's demands for silence, she begins her own investigation that reveals a murderous, unthinkable conspiracy. Every move
Abby makes spawns a vicious backlash...and on a ship anchored in the waters of Boston harbor, the grisly truth lies waiting.
When a perfectly preserved "mummy" is discovered in the dusty basement of Boston's Crispin Museum and an archaeologist turns
up missing, medical examiner Maura Isles and Boston homicide detective Jane Rizzoli have precious little time to derail the
Archaeology Killer before he adds another chilling piece to his monstrous collection.
Medical examiner Maura Isles is shocked to discover that a supposedly ancient mummy is actually a recent murder victim, and
joins forces with Boston PD detective Jane Rizzoli in an investigation that uncovers other similar crimes.
In this classic medical thriller filled with harrowing suspense and brilliantly crafted plot twists, Tess Gerritsen—the author of the acclaimed
Rizzoli & Isles series that inspired the hit television show—delivers a pulse-pounding tale that “will make your heart skip a beat” (USA
TODAY). For Dr. Abby DiMatteo, the long road to Boston’s Bayside Hospital has been anything but easy. Now, immersed in the grinding
fatigue of her second year as a surgical resident, she’s elated when the hospital’s elite cardiac transplant team taps her as a potential
recruit. But Abby soon makes an anguished, crucial decision that jeopardizes her entire career. A car crash victim’s healthy heart is ready to
be harvested; it is immediately cross-matched to a wealthy private patient, Nina Voss. Abby hatches a bold plan to make sure that the
transplant goes instead to a dying seventeen-year-old boy who is also a perfect match. The repercussions are powerful and swift and Abby is
shaken but unrepentant—until she meets the frail, tormented Nina. Then a new heart for Nina Voss suddenly appears, her transplant is
completed, and Abby makes a terrible discovery: Nina’s heart has not come through the proper channels. Defying Bayside Hospital’s
demands for silence, Abby plunges into an investigation that reveals an intricate, and murderous, chain of deceptions. Every move Abby
makes spawns a vicious backlash and, in a ship anchored in the stagnant waters of Boston Harbor, a final, grisly discovery lies waiting…
Dr. Catherine Cordell, recovering from a brutal attack and hiding her fear behind a mask of professionalism, is the only one who can stop a
psychotic killer known as "The Surgeon," due to his horrific methods of murder, before he kills again. Reissue.
A gripping standalone thriller by the New York Times bestselling author of the Rizzoli & Isles series INTERNATIONAL THRILLER WRITERS
AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LOS ANGELES TIMES AND SUSPENSE MAGAZINE In a
shadowy antiques shop in Rome, violinist Julia Ansdell happens upon a curious piece of music—the Incendio waltz—and is immediately
entranced by its unusual composition. Full of passion, torment, and chilling beauty, and seemingly unknown to the world, the waltz, its
mournful minor key, its feverish arpeggios, appear to dance with a strange life of their own. Julia is determined to master the complex work
and make its melody heard. Back home in Boston, from the moment Julia’s bow moves across the strings, drawing the waltz’s fiery notes
into the air, something strange is stirred—and Julia’s world comes under threat. The music has a terrifying and inexplicable effect on her
young daughter, who seems violently transformed. Convinced that the hypnotic strains of Incendio are weaving a malevolent spell, Julia sets
out to discover the man and the meaning behind the score. Her quest beckons Julia to the ancient city of Venice, where she uncovers a dark,
decades-old secret involving a dangerously powerful family that will stop at nothing to keep Julia from bringing the truth to light. Praise for
Playing with Fire “Compelling . . . I defy you to read the first chapter and not singe your fingers reading the rest.”—David Baldacci “One of the
best and most original thrillers of the year.”—Providence Journal “[A] novel brimming with emotion, literary description, and psychological
suspense.”—The Huffington Post “Will make readers drop everything to immerse themselves in its propulsive dual narrative.”—Los Angeles
Times
A ringing phone in the middle of the night begins a horrific journey for newlywed Sarah Fontaine when she is given the news that her
husband, Geoffrey, has been killed in a hotel fire in Berlin.
'Suspense doesn't get much smarter than this' Lee Child Murder. That's what they all have in common. Detective Jane Rizzoli and Forensic
Pathologist Maura Isles find themselves locked inside a high-security boarding school along with the students. They are told it's for their own
safety. The school has been set up to provide a place of sanctuary for chidren who have lost their families in violent circumstances. But now
there has been a murder within the grounds. Does the threat come from outside...or from within? 'Crime-writing at its unputdownable, nerve-
tingling best' Harlan Coben The 13th Rizzoli and Isles thriller by Tess Gerritsen is available to pre-order now. Coming 2022.
Miranda Wood is the prime suspect in the murder of her married ex-lover Richard Tremain, whom she finds stabbed to death in her bed, and
after an anonymous donor pays her bail, she is determined to clear her name.
Two separate homicides, at different locations, with unrelated victims, have more in common than just being investigated by Boston PD
detective Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles. In both cases, the bodies bear startling wounds - yet the actual cause of death is
unknown. It's a doubly challenging case for the cop and the coroner to be taking on, at a fraught time for both of them. As Jane struggles to
save her mother from the crumbling marriage that threatens to bury her, Maura grapples with the imminent death of her own mother -
infamous serial killer Amalthea Lank. While Jane tends to her mother, there's nothing Maura can do for Amalthea, except endure one final
battle of wills with the woman whose shadow has haunted her all her life. Though succumbing to cancer, Amalthea hasn't lost her taste for
manipulating her estranged daughter - this time by dangling a cryptic clue about the two bizarre murders Maura and Jane are desperately
trying to solve. But whatever the dying convict knows is only a piece of the puzzle. Soon the investigation leads to a secretive young woman
who survived a shocking abuse scandal, an independent horror film that may be rooted in reality, and a slew of martyred saints who died
cruel and unusual deaths. And just when Rizzoli and Isles think they've cornered a devilish predator, the long-buried past rears its head - and
threatens to engulf more innocent lives, including their own.
A young NASA doctor must combat a lethal microbe that is multiplying in the deadliest of environments—space—in this acclaimed blockbuster
of medical suspense from Tess Gerritsen, bestselling author of Harvest, Life Support, and the Rizzoli and Isles series. Dr. Emma Watson has
been training for the adventure of a lifetime: to study living beings in space. But her mission aboard the International Space Station turns into
a nightmare beyond imagining when a culture of single-celled organisms begins to regenerate out of control—and infects the space station
crew with agonizing and deadly results. Emma struggles to contain the outbreak while back on Earth her estranged husband, Jack McCallum,
works frantically with NASA to bring her home. But there will be no rescue. The contagion now threatens Earth's population, and the
astronauts are stranded in orbit, quarantined aboard the station—where they are dying one by one...
A fan-favorite novel by internationally bestselling author Tess Gerritsen If Nina Cormier's wedding had taken place, she would be
dead. But after the bride was left at the altar, the church stood empty when the bomb exploded. It wasn't until a stranger tried to
run her off the road that Nina realized someone actually wanted to kill her. But who? That's what Detective Sam Navarro has to
find out…fast. With a nightmare unfolding all around them, Sam and Nina must try to decipher the terrifying truth: they are at the
mercy of a brilliant madman, one who is playing for keeps.…
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From New York Times bestseller Tess Gerritsen and acclaimed thriller writer Gary Braver comes a sexy murder mystery about a
reckless affair and dangerous secrets. Taryn Moore is young, beautiful, and brilliant...so why would she kill herself? When
Detective Frankie Loomis arrives on the scene to investigate the girl's fatal plunge from her apartment balcony, she knows in her
gut there's more to the story, especially after the autopsy reveals that the college senior was pregnant. It could be reason enough
for suicide--or a motive for murder. To English professor Jack Dorian, Taryn was the ultimate fantasy: intelligent, adoring, and
completely off limits. But there was also a dark side to Taryn, a dangerous streak that threatened those she turned her affections
to--including Jack. And now that she's dead, his problems are just beginning. After Frankie uncovers a trove of sordid secrets, it
becomes clear that Jack may know the truth. He is guilty of deception, but is he capable of cold-blooded murder?
Twenty years after her father's plane crashes in the jungles of Southeast Asia, Willy Jane Maitland is finally tracking his last
moves. She recognizes the danger, but her search for the truth is the only thing that matters. Willy knows she can't proceed
without the help of ex-army officer Guy Barnard, who knows the mysterious land well. But in a place where truth has many faces,
she suspects even Guy has hidden motives. What she couldn't have prepared for are the shocking secrets and the undeniable
attraction. "Gerritsen is tops in her genre." - USA TODAY
With her acclaimed novels Harvest and Life Support, Tess Gerritsen has injected a powerful dose of adrenaline into the medical
thriller. Now, in a new blockbuster, Gerritsen melds page-turning suspense with chilling realism as a small-town doctor races to
unravel the roots of a violent outbreak -- before it destroys everything she loves. Lapped by he gentle waters of Locust Lake, the
small resort town of Tranquility, Maine, seems like the perfect spot for Dr. Claire Elliot to shelter her adolescent son, Noah, from
the distractions of the big city and the lingering memory of his father's death. But with the first snap of winter comes shocking news
that puts her practise on the line: a teenage boy under her care has committed an appalling act of violence. And as Claire and all
of Tranquility soon discover, it is just the start of a chain of lethal outbursts among the town's teenagers. As the rash of disturbing
behavior grows, Claire uncovers a horrifying secret: this is not the first time it has happened. Twice a century,the children of
Tranquility lash out with deadly violence. Claire suspects that there is a biological cause for the epidemic, and she fears that the
placid Locust Lake may conceal an insidious danger. As she races to save Tranquility -- and her son -- from harm, Claire
discovers an even greater threat: a shocking conspiracy to manipulate nature, and turn innocents to slaughter.
Playing with FireA NovelBallantine Books
Returning from Paris to discover a murder victim in her driveway, Boston medical examiner Maura Isles is shocked to discover that
the victim looks exactly like her and is a twin sister she never knew.
Investigating the brutal murder of one nun and the critical injury of another within a cloistered convent, medical examiner Maura
Isles and homicide detective Jane Rizzoli stumble upon long-buried secrets that link these horrific crimes.
Two full-length novels in one volume features Tess Gerritsen's Never Say Die, in which Willy Jane Maitland, drawing near to the
truth about her father's fatal plane crash twenty years earlier, becomes involved with ex-army officer Guy Barnard, an expert on
the Asian jungles where the crash took place. Original.
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